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More Carbon Reduction by Dynamically Monitoring Energy Efficiency

IN THIS EDITION …….

 EMPOWER Regional Action
Plans!

Dear Reader,
welcome to EMPOWER’s seventh Newsletter.
Partners have been very busy preparing their Regional Action Plans (RAPs)
based on the good practices, study visits and interregional exchanges and
knowledge taken place during the project lifetime, to improve their local
policy instruments.

 Project Management Group
meeting #6
 What is new on EMPOWER
website?

In this edition you will find information about EMPOWER’s activities over
the past months. We are well on our way to empowering our regions.

 Partners & Contacts

Our project website is also a great source of information for news,
updates and progress on key outputs.

EMPOWER AT A GLANCE

Follow us on www.interregeurope.eu/empower

EMPOWER aims to reduce
carbon output by dynamically
monitoring energy efficiency in
buildings, with special focus on
the use of innovative financial
instruments.

We hope you enjoy learning more about EMPOWER!

Read more about EMPOWER at:
www.interregeurope.eu/empower

Ready to enter in the next Phase of the project!
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Empower Regional Action Plans
In Semester 6 the EMPOWER partners have finalised their Regional Action Plans (RAPs), which are now ready to
be implemented as we move into the next – 2nd Phase of the project.
Produced by each regional partner, action plans provide details on how the lessons learned from the cooperation
with partners stakeholders will be utilized in order to improve the policy instrument tackled within each partner
region. Action plans specify the nature of the actions to be implemented, their timeframe, the players involved,
the costs and funding sources. Overviews of each partners’ action plans you can read below.

ENERGAP Regional Action Plan
ENERGAP has prepared their Regional Action Plan to
improve the governance of municipal energy policy
and to implement pilot project for social houses to
tackle the energy poverty. The purpose of the plan
is to support the ongoing activities in the field of
energy and financial monitoring and to improve the
energy management of public buildings in
Municipality of Maribor to achieve at least 10 % of
energy and CO2 savings and through improved
governance achieve long-term savings. Part of the
plan is dedicated to social housing and its
monitoring to combat fuel poverty as very
important part of sustainable energy development
in the City of Maribor. Energy demand management
is very important including users behaviour
changes.
Collecting the data is only the first step to develop new knowledge and
competences that are crucial for successful long-term energy
management in public sector (see in the photo).

SRA Regional Action Plan
Southern Regional Assembly Regional Action plan is seeking to
improve the Southern & Eastern Regional Operational Programme
working with Cork City Council to implement a pilot to install energy
monitoring equipment to calculate the exact energy usage of a
number of social housing units before and after a deep retrofit.
The pilot will allow the Local Authority to assess the energy efficiency
behaviour change achieved by the social housing tenants, measuring
reductions in CO2 emissions and assisting Ireland in meeting our
carbon emissions targets. It is anticipated on successful completion
of the pilot that the practice will be mainstreamed by Local
Authorities. To view report click on report link below;
https://online.flippingbook.com/view/891085/
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Santander Regional Action Plan
A cost-effective energy monitoring system
for public buildings is being developed and
also integrated within the Santander Smart
city platform, which will allow to establish
and maintain a long-term monitoring of
energy consumption (kWh), energy cost (€)
and CO2 emissions as well as energy
efficiency indicators such as, kWh/m2. In
collaboration with municipal energy-related
staff customised dashboards are being
defined: one for decision-makers (high-level
monitoring) and another for technicians
(more detailed monitoring).
Additionally, having access to historical
energy data (from 2015 to the present-day) will enable to quantify energy efficiency measures implemented,
assessing investment made versus savings achieved; prioritize future investments in energy efficiency, on basis
of the analysis of available reliable information as well as detect unusual consumptions.

AGENEAL Regional Action Plan
The Action Plan for Local Energy
Management Agency of Almada focus on the
action “Low-Carbon Public Buildings: Energy
Efficiency in Forum Municipal Romeu Correia
(FMRC)”. FMRC is a cultural building run by
Almada City Council and the current action is
aimed at increasing its energy efficiency,
reduce the energy consumption and improve
thermal comfort among the users and
visitors.
The main outcomes of the action are:
Improve energy performance (Energy Class: C
to A+); Reduce energy consumption in 68%;
Improve environmental performance (reduce
CO2 emissions in 69 %); Effective assessment
of the intervention, linked to the introduction of EM-ICT tools in the building; Improve the strategy followed by
the Lisbon Regional Operational Programme (focus on major benefits such as increased comfort levels
experienced by the building users).
The estimated costs for the implementation of the action “Low-Carbon Public Buildings: Energy Efficiency in
FMRC” are € 403 877,00 and it will be co-funded by the Lisbon Regional Operational Programme (ROP) 2014 2020, up to € 200 000,00, and City Council own resources.
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MAE Regional Action Plan
Mazovia Energy Agency Regional Action Plan consist of 2
actions: Action 1: Implementing of mandatory energy
monitoring in projects finances from ROP axis IV and Ac tion
2: Implementing of mandatory energy monitoring in
projects finances from energy loan.
As energy monitoring and energy management was only
optional improvement and not obligatory element of any
project financed from Regional Operating Programme
Mazovia Energy Agency managed to improve policy
government and enter a new requirement that if you want
to finance project from ROP or if you want to get a loan for
energy projects you have to implement an obligatory
energy monitoring in your project. In this way new energy
projects in Poland could reach better results and achieve
more savings on financial and energy levels.

Kalmar County Regional Action Plan
The regional Action plan in Kalmar County is
focusing in two actions. Action 1 is to monitor
the energy consumption in a school. The
system will monitor the energy usage on
building level in order to give a good overview
of the energy and water consumption. It will
monitor the electricity for operating the
building such as pumps, ventilation, elevators,
heaters, boilers, outdoor light as well the
electricity consumption for the users of the
building such as office equipment, laundry,
kitchen, indoor lighting. Action 2 is to develop
a methodology of how to visualize the
monitored energy. It will make the data input
available for different kind of users to ensure
energy efficiency. During the final regional
stakeholder meeting in December energy
monitoring was discussed and the energy
expert Daniel Svensson gave a broad insight of how to calculate and how to implement energy actions in public
sector. The financial expert Ann Sörman gave some examples on funding by green bonds together with
experienced stakeholders.

Saxony-Anhalt Regional Action Plan
After almost three years in the making, the Investitionsbank Sachsen-Anhalt (IB) has worked together closely with
its regional stakeholders, the policy owner, and the regional energy agency to design and formulate the
EMPOWER Regional Action Plan for Saxony-Anhalt.
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At its center, the STARK III plus ERDF (SIII+)
policy directive will be improved through three
distinct activities: 1) Introduction of a simple and
easy-to-handle energy monitoring system (EMS)
for all SIII+ projects in order to enhance energy
management and better realize their energy
saving potential. 2) Set-up of a central database
linked to the new SIII+ EMS with evaluation tools
to compile all monitoring data in order to
enhance the political decision making process. 3)
Compulsory training for facility managers and
relevant building users during the SIII+ EMS'
implementation period in order to raise
awareness about energy efficiency and to
support better energy management through
monitoring. Linking all these activities are the
regional energy agency, LENA, which will act as
the new system administrator and which will integrate the new SIII+ EMS into their activities for supporting
energy management in Saxony-Anhalt.

ARRR Regional Action Plan
In Tuscany the Action Plan, drawn up after
months of exchanges of good practices with the
project partners in particular the cities: Rennes
(France), Santander (Spain) and Magdeburg
(Germany), is based on three strong points: 1)
Improve monitoring in the regional strategy. The
Tuscany Region approved the call for tenders for
Por Fesr 2014-2020 – Energy, to support with 53
million euros efficiency projects for public
buildings. The call has been a great success: 220,
between municipalities, other public bodies,
health institutions, presented 296 projects for
the energy improvement of their buildings.
Since many of the technical staff of the local
authorities and of the healthcare organizations
that participated in the regional call for
proposals submitted deficient proposals
regarding monitoring, Empower has undertaken to improve at least 10 presented projects in collaboration with
the Tuscany Region and with the technicians of the Healthcare Public Service who have gained the best
experiences. 2) Set up a new monitoring system with CET regarding regional building data (CET - Consorzio Energia
Toscana is a public company owned by the Region of Tuscany, Municipalities and Health Services, which has
energy efficiency as its objective). 3) Develop the Smart Control Room of the metropolitan area of Florence in a
more integrated system, which includes the monitoring not only of traffic and public lighting, but also of
electricity, gas and water consumption of public buildings.
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Lorient Regional Action Plan
Regional Action Plan launched in Lorient (FR) on the
25th of September. Lorient City Council announced
cooperation structured around its Regional Action
Plan between local partners: the Brittany Region
within the SMILE smartgrids project and Lorient
Agglomeration along the Local Climate, Air and
Energy Plan and the Local Digital Scheme. Those
policies will therefore be able to take directly into
account the learnings of the EMPOWER project,
through the Regional Action Plan. This will begin a
close cooperation in the field of Energy Digitization
and aims to federate a wide set of local initiatives
and know-how in infrastructure optimization, and
digital services for the energy transition of
territories.

Empower Project Management Group Meeting #6
On 20th of November 2019 the Southern Regional Assembly hosted the Final interregional project partner meeting
for the end of Phase 1 of the EMPOWER project in Ireland’s Oldest City – Waterford, founded by the Vikings in
914. This 6th meeting was also the occasion to plan and monitor the Regional Action Plans implementation for the
Phase 2 of the project.
Partners were welcomed by Rose Power and Derville Brennan, SRA Assistant Director. The meeting was the
occasion to monitor what the project partners have done so far and to share and plan actions and further steps
to be implemented in the next Phase of the project. Partners have actively exchanged information, news, views
and experiences, including: Feedbacks and plans, progress on Import Workshops, stakeholders meetings, Good
Practices Register and Website Platform; Short presentations of partners Regional Action Plans (RAP);
Communication and Dissemination progress report and work plan for the next Semester and for the Phase 2 of
the project. More
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What is new on Empower website?
Our project website is regularly updated! This semester there were
several new folders introduced to our website library and news:
Check out the articles about Import and Technical Workshops with
photos, partners Regional Action Plans the Project Brochure and
Media Appearances in partners regions. You are also welcome to
find out more about EMPOWER best practices developed in each
partner region in Good practices Register.
Do you still want to learn more? You can also find information on
good practices from all over Europe on the Interreg Europe Policy
Learning Platform!

Partners & Contacts
For further information, please contact the Southern Regional Assembly, Project Officer, Rose Power –
rpower@southernassembly.ie
https://www.facebook.com/Empower0/
https://twitter.com/interregempower

Project partners










Energy Agency of Podravje – Institution for Sustainable Energy Use (SI) – Lead partner
Local Energy Management Agency of Almada, AGENEAL (PT)
Southern Regional Assembly (IE)
Regional Resource Recovery Agency, ARRR (IT)
Municipality of Lorient (FR)
Energy Agency for Southeast Sweden (SE)
Mazovia Energy Agency (MAE) (PL)
Development Bank of Saxony-Anhalt (DE)
Santander City Council (ES)

This Newsletter reflects the author’s view: the Interreg Europe Programme authorities are not liable for any use that may be made of the information contained therein.
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